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1I INTRODUCTION
Varadhan developed a general theory of the asymptotics of integrals for measures satisfying a large
deviation principle ([19],[9]). An application of this theory generalizes results of Cram4’r on the rate of
convergence in the weak law of large numbers ([8]). Let i, , ... be a sequence of independent, identi
cally distributed, random variables, and let n be the distribution of the average
‘n=(1+2+ +)/n
Varadhan s result concerns the asymptotic behaviour of the measures n given by
d vn(u) = exp(nf(u)) d pn(u)
for a continuous function f, and says that
(1) tim n1 log vn (R) = sup {f(u)-l(u):u € R}
h ..
where the rate function us determined by the distribution of i ([20] Section 3)
Here we consider the non-commutative analogue of (1); the random variables become self-adjoint
operators in an operator algebra A. To fix the ideas, let M be the algebra of all complex mxm matrices
and
A=®M’,
leN
where M’ isa copy of M Let x=x* E M and x1 be a copy of x in M’ We denote (xi + X2 + + xn)/n by
‘n Let p be a faithful state of M and the associated infinite product state of A The sequence Xi X2
and the state wp play the role of independent random variables We concentrate on the asymptotics
of Tr exp(log D + nf(Z)) and compute the limit
(2) tim n1 log Tr exp (log D + nf(Zi))
where D1, is the density of restricted to M1 ; we show that the limit is equal to
sup {f(p(x)) S(p (p) pE}
where ..5 is the state space of M and S is the relative entropy function S( p p) = Tr(Dp log D)
Tr(D log Dp), where the D’s are the respective densities. Moreover, we obtain that
(3) sup {f( p(x)) - S( p, p): p € 3} = sup {f(u) - lp,x(u): u € R}
where is the Legendre transform of the function t log Tr exp(log Dp + tX).
These results constitute a non commutative version of formula (1) Equation (3) relates the rate func
tion I to the relative entropy Remark that one recovers the probabilistic situation it [xi Di] = 0 While (1)
is derived using measure theoretic considerations from the large deviation principle
2urn sup n1 log n[F] - inf {l(u):u E F} , F closed;
lim inf n1 log n[G] - inf {l(u):u € G} , G open;
h
—h 00
our proof is different and partially based on a generalization of the de Finetti theorem proved by Stør
mer ([16]), which states that any permutation invariant state on an infinite tensor product has a unique
decomposition into product states.
From the point of view of statistical mechanics, we establish the existence of the thermodynamic limit
of the free-energy density for a large class of quantum mean-field models, and prove that the variational
principle is satisfied. Let
D = exp(- 13h)/ Tr exp(- 13h)
where 3 > 0, and h is a seif-adjoint element of M, i.e. the Hamiltonian for the single system. The Hamil
tonian for n non-interacting systems is then the element H of ® M given by
0
H=2 h
where h is a copy of h in M1. The mean free energy F( ) is then simply the free energy of the single
system:
F( 3) = (-n 3) log Tr exp(- l3H) =
- 13’ log Tr exp(- 13h)
Suppose the interaction between the systems is of the mean-field type given by nf(Z), where x = x
M; the main example in the physics literature is the quadratic case:
n(’n)2 = (1/n) , XjXk,jfk =4
i.e. the mean-field pair interaction. The Hamiltonian is then
0H = H + nf(xn)
and for the corresponding mean free energy F( 3), one computes that
0
-113{Fn( f3) - Fn( 13)} = n log Tr exp (log D - n 13f(xn))
The existence of the limit of {F} has been proved before in many particular models (e.g. [7]). Here
we prove the existence of the limit for an arbitrary continuous function f, and we also allow the single
system to be infinite. We prove that the limit isgiven by the Gibbs variational principle. One should dis
tinguish the existence problem of the thermodynamic limit of the free energy density from the study of
the equilibrium conditions for mean fields. In [10] it is shown that the equilibrium condition is equivalent
to the famous gap-equation for states.
Finally, we introduce some technical preliminaries. In this paper we consider only unital C*.algebras
which are inductive limits of finite dimensional C*aIgebras with a common unit (this class is slightly
larger than the class of UHF algebras). The basic ingredient is such a C*algebra B, a fixed self-adjoint
3element x therein, and a fixed separating state p, that is, a state such that the cylic vector in the GNS
construction is separating for the generated von Neumann algebra. Let A be the n-fold minimal C*ten
sor-product of B with itself, and A the inductive limit C*algebra. If p is a state on B then cU(p denotes the
corresponding infinite product-state on A. We remark that if p is separating then also op is ([1 7], Corol
lary lV.5.12).
Let M be the von Neumann algebra generated by the GNS representation r of A associated with
,
and let 1 be the corresponding cyclic and separating vector, If h = h* € A, then the perturbed vector
is defined by
-rr(h)
= exp(log + (h))f
where is the modular operator of (M, fl) (see [1]). We define the perturbed functional by
= <(a) çTr(h) (h)> (a € A)
(cf. [4], (5.5)).
Every finite permutation p of the positive integers N gives rise to an automorphism 2’p of A; a state of
A is called symmetric if it is invariant under all rp’s. A celebrated theorem of Størmer ([16]) says that
the symmetric states form a simplex 1(A) with a closed extreme boundary consisting of the product-
states. We shall use this result to reduce the variational problem on the state space of A to one on
the state space of B.
The proofs are also based on several properties of the relative entropy and the mean relative entropy.
For the readers’ convenience we collect them in an appendix.
II. RESULTS
Let us recall that = (xi + X2 + ... + xn)/n , where x is a fixed self-adjoint element of B. We have:
THEOREM 1: Let p be a separating state of the algebra B, and f a continuous real-valued function on
the interval [-jixi, Ix U Then,
lim nlog (üp) xn)(i) = sup {Ef(w)-SM(wp, to): c € I(A)}
where Ef( ) = lim cü(f(Xn)).
The proof is broken up into several lemmas, the first two of which concern the existence of Ef. We
write C for the real-valued continuous functions on [- x I, I xlii equipped with the supremum norm.
LEMMA 2: For each integer k 1 there exists a constant c such that for every integer n k, and
everyw € 1(A),
((t)k)
w(xlx2...xk) I c lix1lk/n.
4Proof Using the multinomial expansion and the symmetry
(Xi +x2+... +x4,)k) = (n!/(n-k)!) (U(x1X2...xk)
+ 2 [kUm1m2L..mn!] w(Xi X2 ... Xr
where the sum is over the non-negative integers mi, ma,..., m4, whose sum is k, and such that at least
one of them is 2 and we have evaluated and summed all summands where every m1 is either 0 or 1
Moreover
2 k!/ml!m2!...mfl! = nk - (n!/(n-k)!)
the summation being as before. The claim follows by combining these facts with an estimate by norms.
LEMMA 3: If cü € 1(A) and f € C, then Ef( ) = urn (f(xn)) exists, and is continuous in f.
r
Proof By Lemma 2 Ef exists for polynomial f and Ef( w) I tI The rest follows from the Weier
strass approximation theorem
LEMMA 4: Put 1’n = n1log (wp) Xn)(l) , then for every € 1(A), tim inf cPn E( w)-SM( wp,
fl 400
Proof: By (A4), n (o. IAn)(f(xn)) -n1S(wp An, to An). The claim follows from the definition of SM
and Lemma 3m
We have now established that urn inf CPn sup {Ef( to) SM( top to) to € l(A)}
r
Write ,, for the state ( IAn)n/( An) xn)(1) of A4, and remark that , is symmetric Let n
be the state of A defined by
,, Acn = ,, 0 .... , all k 1,
and put
1 , fl1
n {wn+tonct+ +ij
where c is the right shift on A Notice that nx = so that 3na =
LEMMA 5: For integers n and k with n k 1, and arbitrary elements al ,a ai in Ai,
{n-n}(ai c(a2) k.1(<)) (2(k-1)/n) TT IIai ii
i4
Proof:
n(ai cx(a2) cz< ‘(ak)) = n 1 ‘n( x1(al) a + ‘(a2) a + k
1 ki
+ n 2 n(a(ai) () ... (ak))
5in the first sum all (n-k +1) summands are equal to n(ai x(a2)... (ak)) ün(ai () aki (ak))
since j + k n; the modulus of the second sum is estimated by (n-(n-k +1)) iT IIai (( .
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Remark that this implies that {‘n}, and {n} have the same limit points, which are symmetric.
The following is the main estimate for the energy part
LEMMA 6: If N0 is an infinite subset of the positive integers, is a w*Iimit point of { n:n € No} , and f
€ C, then given E.> 0, J Ef( w)- wn(f(xn)) I , for infinitely many n in No.
Proof is symmetric so that Ef( ) is given by Lemma 3 If f is a polynomial
f(u)=2ckuk
ko
then using Lemma 5 choose n0 sufficently large so that
I Ck(n(X1X2...Xk)Zn(XlX2...Xk)) I ,foralln no,
k0
with the understanding that x0 = 1. Since Ef( w) = 2 Ck w(XiX2...Xk), we can choose an infinite subset Ni
of N0 such that k=o
2 ck(w(xix2 Xk) Zn(XiX2 xi4)) I E forall n € Ni
Finally, notice that for n sufficently large, w(xix2...xk) = n(X1X2...Xk) , so that the claim follows for poly
nomial f. For general f € C, we obtain the result by the continuity of the map f .—+ Ef( ) established in
Lemma 3. s
We now turn to the entropy estimates. In the following two lemmas n is an arbitrary positive integer.
LEMMA 7: For every positive integer j, Iim k’ S( p AR, t’n a1 Ak) = n S( wp IAN, wii).k —,.co
Proof: Using the ar-invariance of ‘tn, we may assume that 0 j < n. For k n-j, put k = n
+ mn + k0 where 0 k0 < n and m is an integer Then
= (on An) 0 wn 0 wn 0...
so that
S(wp IAk,na1 4) = mS(cp IAn,(I)n)
+ S( (Up n jAnj) + S( (Up Ak , zn Ak )
Since the last two summands are bounded by S( wp I A, ) due to monotonicity of the relative en
tropy, the claim follows by dividing by k and taking the limit m -. oo .
LEMMA 8: SM( wp, n) = n S( wp IAn, con).
6Proof We have SM( Z,) = n IS1(wp Z3n), by scaling Since each r, (j = 0 1 n) is x invari
ant, the affinity of the mean relative entropy (A5) implies
) = 1( wp, n at)).
Thus, by the defintion of Sj,
SM( Wp n) = n2 urn k S( wp Akn n c I Akn)
j=o k-.oo
The claim follows from Lemma 7. s
We can now give the proof of Theorem 1. By the remark after Lemma 4 it suffices to show that given
E. >0,
c lim sup ctn Ef( cp)-SM( wp p) + E
ri —p
for some p e 1(A). There is an infirjite subset N0 of the integers such that
op IAr, wri) = cIn C - , for all n N0,
where we have used (A4) let be a w limit point of { n No} by Lemma 6 there is an infinite sub
set Ni of N0 such that
Ef() wn(f(Z,))-E, ,foralln€Ni.
By the lower semicontinuity (A5) of SM( wp,.),
SM(wp,w) SM(wp,Zn4)+t
for some fli € Ni . Due to Lemma 8, we then have
Ef(w)-SM(wp,w) wn1 (f(Z ))-SM(cüp,Zn4) -2&
wn4(f(Zi))fl1S(wpIAn wn4) 2E C 3
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The argument of the proof of Theorem 1 can be repeated to prove that every w*Iimit point of
{wnf(xn) / wpnf(Xn)(1):n € N} is a maximizer of Ef(.)-SM( wp,.).
Let the real valued function G on the reals be defined by
G(t) = log p(1)
Obviously,
G (t) = p(x)/p(1)
7and G”(t) > 0 if x is not a multiple of the identity ([2], Lemma 1). Since G’ is non-decreasing, we have
z÷ = sup {G’(t):t €R} = urn G’(t) lix II
z- = inf {G’(t):t E R} = lim G’(t)
with z. < z÷ if x is not a multiple of the identity.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward; we leave it to the reader.
LEMMA 9: Let 1(u) = sup {tu - G(t)} , u € R, be the Legendre transform of 0. I is non-negative with
l(p(x)) =0, and 1(u) = +oo if u is outside the interval [z,z+]. Moreover, 1(u) is finite if and only if G’(t) = U
has a solution, and then 1(u) = tu - G(t).
LEMMA 10: For each p E .S , S(p,p) l(p(x)). If S(p,p) = l(p(x)) < 00 , then there is a real t
such that p = pI p(1) , and conversely.
Proof: We use (A4). S(p,p) sup {p(h)-log ph(1):h*=h € B} sup {t p(x)-G(t):t e R} = I(cp(x)). If
p p/p(1), then S( p, p) = t p(x)-G(t) l(p(x)). Suppose S(p,p) = l(p(X)) < ; if x is a multiple
of the identity then l(p(x))=0, which implies p= p; otherwise, by strict convexity of G, l(p(x)) = to p(x)
G(to), whereto isthe unique solution of p(x)=G’(t), and p pt/ptox(1). S
LEMMA 11: One has
sup {f(u)-l (u) :u
€ [- lix H lix Ii] } = sup {f(G’(t))-tG’(t) + G(t) :t € R } = sup {f( p(x))-S( p, p): p e ‘ }
the three suprema are attained, and the sets of maximizers are in one-to-one correspondence as fol
lows:
(i) Given a maximizing u, t is the unique solution of G’(t) = u, and p = p/p(1)
(ii) Given a maximizing t, u = G’(t), and p = p/p(1)
(iii) Given a maximizing p, u = p(x), and t is the unique solution of G’(t) = p(x)
Proof: The case where x is a multiple of the identity trivializes. Suppose this is not the case; by Lemma
10,
sup {f( p(x))-S( p, p): p
€5 } sup {f( p(x))-l( p(x)): p € S } sup {f(u)-l(u):u € [- lix li lix lI1} = s.
Let u (z..,z÷). By the strict convexity of G, there exists a unique real tu such that
u = G’(t)
Put pu = tX/ ptux(l) ; one has pu(x)=u,and by Lemma 10, S( p, p)=l(u)=tG’(t)-G(t). Now,
8sup {f( p(x))-S( p cp) p € S } sup {f( pu(x))-S( p pu) z < u < z+} = sup {f(u) 1(u) z < u < z+}
and, by continuity of f and Lemma 9, the last supremum is equal to s. But, also f(pu(x))- S(p,pu) =
f(G’(tu))-tuG’(tu)+G(tu), and as u varies in (z,z+), t varies in R. The supremum over u
€ [- lix fi Dxli] is
attained (in [z-,z÷]) by continuity. The last claim follows using Lemma 10. 1
The main result establishes the bridge between the Gibbs variational principle and an asymptotic for
mula of the type given by Varadhan (cf [9] pp 50 51)
THEOREM 12: Let p be a separating state of the algebra B, and f a continuous real-valued function on
the interval [-lixil, lixli]. Then
urn n’log( wp)n(1) = sup {f( p(x))-S( p, p): p a state on B} = sup {f(u) - 1(u): u
€ [- LIX , lix Ii] }.
y1
Moreover, if co is a w*limit point of the sequence { }, then there is a regular probabilfty measure p.t,j
on the state space 3 of B such that
wpdp.(p)
and is supported by the states p 3’ maximizing the first supremum.
Proof: For p € S , and a polynomial f, we see from Lemma 2 that
Ef( wp) = f( p(x))
this formula extends by continuity (Lemma 3) to every f € C Since SM( up wp) = S( p cp) we have
sup {Ef( ) SM( ) € l(A)} sup {f( p(x)) S( p p) p € 3 }
Given w € 1(A) , there exists a unique regular probability measure on S ([16]), such that
If f is a polynomial, then by Lemma 2,
Ef(co)
=
f(p(X))d(p)
and this formula extends by continuity to C. Moreover, the affinity and lower semicontinuity of the mean
relative entropy (A5) imply ([13], Lemma 9.7, p. 68)
SM(op,o) = SM(p,ocp)do(p)
=
S(p,p)d(p)
Let € 1(A) maximize Ef(.)-SM( Then
Ef( )-SM( wp w)
=
{f( p(x)) S( p p)} d ( p) sup {f( p(x)) S( p p) p € supp( )}
Together with Theorem 1 and Lemma 11 this gives the first claim
9The condition (ii) of the Corollary is the well-known gap-equation of the corresponding mean field
model ([10], Theorem 11.4). On the other hand, condition (iii) selects the thermodynamically stable solu
tions of (ii) (cf [14], equation (8)).
APPENDIX ON ENTROPIES
Let M be a finite dimensional C*algebra with a faithful tracial state T. To every positive functional
M there corresponds a density Dp with respect to If p is faithful D is invertible and the quantity
S( p, o) = T(D log D) - T(D log D)
p on
is independent of ‘r. It is called the relative entropy of p and .o ([18], see also [11]). The following proper
ties of the relative entropy are known (see e.g. [6], pp. 269-305):
I. Scaling:Forx, > 0, S(Xp,co) = S(p,w) + o(1)1.Llog(/X)
II Convexity ForO < x < 1
As noted after the proof of Theorem 1 any w limit point of {wn} maximizes the function Ef()
SM(wp,.) on the state space of A; therefore, for such a limit point c, p maximizes f(.(x)) - S( p,.) for -
almost all p . . Due to the upper semicontinuity of p— f(p(x)) - S( p, p) (see (A2)), the set of its
maximizers is closed. i
Although the primary aim of the present paper was to prove the existence of Iirnn, and establish
the connection with Varadhan’s asymptotic formula, we obtain as a byproduct, the so-called gap-equa
tion
COROLLARY 13 Assume that f is twice continuously differentiable and let w
= $ wp d ( p) be
as in the previous theorem. Then, for p -almost all p € there exists t( p) E R such that
(i) = t(P)X/t(P)X(1
(ii) f’(G’(t( p))) = t( p)
(iii) f”(G’(t( p))) < 1/G”(t( p))
Proof: Set F(t) =f(G’(t))-tG’(t) + G(t). One computes that:
F’(t) = G”(t)[f’(G’(t))-t]
F”(t) = G”(t)[f”(G’(t))G”(t)—l] + G”(t)[f’(G’(t))—t]
Lemma 11 tells us that the maximizers of the functional p i—, f( p(X))-S( p,
spondence with the maximizers oft i—p F(t). Since sgn F’(t) = - sgn t if It
ma are attained at those t satisfying F (t) = 0 and F (t) < 0 So we arrive at (ii)
p), are in one-to-one corre
is large enough, the maxi
and (iii) since G’(t) > 0. s
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xS(qi) +(l-X)S(p,o2) + xlog4. + (1-x)Iog(1-x)
S(ip,Xwi + (l-X)o2) s XS(p,wi) +(1-X)S(p,w2)
Ill. Superadditivity: If M = Mi ® M2, p = (p1 ® (p2, and w restricted to M is denoted by w (i 12), then
S( p, ) S(pi, Wi) + S(p2, W2)
IV. Monotonicity: If N M then
S(p,w)S(pN,wN)w(1)[logw(1)-logp(1)]
Araki ([4]) extended the definition of the relative entropy to normal states of an arbitrary von Neu
mann algebra; the extension has all the above properties.
In the following four propositions A is a unital C*algebra which is the inductive limit of finite-dimen
sional C*algebras and (p is a fixed separating state of A. The GNS triplet associated with (p is written
((p,H(p, ci)). There exists an increasing sequence {M} of finite-dimensional subalgebras M of A such
that U M is dense in A. If is an arbitrary state of A, we define
rJ
S(p,w) = I1mS((p IMn,(o Mn)
The limit exists due to monotonicity and is non-negative or + co
Al. PROPOSITION : If sup {S( (p I M, w Mn):n € N). is finite, then there exists a vector fl € H such
that (a) = < r(a) i, f> (a € A).
Proof: We apply an argument of [3]. Let (m,HW, 0) denote the GNS-triplet for ; put r = rrp + 1TW,
and denote the von Neumann algebra r(A)” by M. Given a normal functional on irp(A)”, we define a
normal functional j( ) of M by
j()(rr(a)) = (1r(p(a)) (a€A).
j: { rp(A)”}* — M.. is an isometry and its range V is a closed subspace of M.. . One can verify
that V is both right- and left-invariant with respect to multiplication with elements of M; therefore, there is
a central projection z € M such that V = z.M. (see [17], pp. 123-124). Notice that z( i) 0) = 0.
We show by an indirect argument that for the smallest central projection p € M with the property p(O
e flu) = 0 ho, one has p z. It this is not the case, e = p(1-z) is a non- zero central projection with
<e( p 0), ci’ 0> = 0, and <e(0 e ho), 0 e ,> > 0. There is a sequence {ak} ç UMn
such that ir(ak) converges to e in the strong operator-topology. Let fk be the spectral projection dak to
the interval (1/2,3/2); (fk) is then a spectral projection of (ak). Moreover, (fi<) converges to e in the
strong operator-topology (since 1/2 and 3/2 are not in the spectrum of e, [15], p. 312 may be applied).
Thus the sequences { .p(f)} and { W(fk)} converge to zero, and to some non-zero value respectively.
Consider the commutative subalgebra Nk generated by fk. Direct computation shows that S(p Nk
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WINk)—, + as k —* + oo ,which contradicts the fact that S(p I Nk,ü INk) sup {S(p Mn, w IMn):fl
E N}. We thus conclude that p z. Since z(0 e flo) = 0 e c, we can find a state on r(A)” such
that (‘trp(a)) = < r(a)(O $ flo), 0 ci0> = (a). The von Neumann algebra rp(A)” is in standard
form (with cyclic and separating vector ct), and may be represented by a vector.
Using the above proposition, and the martingale property ([4], Theorem 3.9) of the relative entropy of
normal states of a von Neumann algebra, we obtain an equivalent definition of S( p, LU). Namely, S( p, w)
= +, if .o does not admit a normal extension to a state of the von Neumann algebra r(A)”; if such
an extension (unique) S exists, then
S(p,LU)=S(:;)
where is the vector state given by 1, and the quantity on the right hand side is the relative entropy of
the normal states and (cf. [4], 5).
A2. PROPOSITION : S( p, ) is a w* lower semicontinuous function of w.
Proof: Due to the monotonicity, S( p, w) = sup S( p I M, w M) , and S( p M, cii Mn) is continuous
in because M is finite-dimensional.
A3. PROPOSITION : If h = h* € A, then S( h) = h(h)
Proof: This is immediate from the corresponding result for normal states of a von Neumann algebra
([4], Theorem 3.10). S
A4. PROPOSITION: If h = h* € A, then log p1’(l) u(h) - S( p, LU) for every state LU on A, and equality
holds only when LU = h, h(1)
Proof: If S(
,
LU) = + there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, applying Al reduces the problem to that
for normal states of a von Neumann algebra. Let and be the normal state extensions of p and c to
rrp(A)”. Then log h(1) log ff(h)(1) and c(h)-S( p, c) = ( r(h))-S( ‘, ‘). Since
S(
, ) - (1(h)) = S(’e (h)
(see [4]) the monotonicity ) (1)[logZS(1) - log FFff(h)(1)] gives the inequality.
If co = h1 h(1) then S( tü)
=
ph,i h(l)}(h) + log h(1) by A3 and I.
Now suppose equality holds true; we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1 of [12], even if we do
not know a priori that o is faithful. The equality implies
p[D,D]tp = {ph(1)/w(1)}itp
where p is the support-projection of . Since [D ‘‘ ‘]t is a partial isometry from p into p, we
have, introducing the notation = r(h)1h(1)
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This implies (see [5], Theorem B.1) that S = pLp. Then (p)=1, and we arrive at p= 1, and = (h)
We return to the case where A (resp. A) is the n-fold (resp. infinite) tensor product of B, and p is a
separating state of B. For a state of A invariant under a< (k € N) we have
S(op IAkn+m),o IAk(n+m)) S(op Akn,(o IAkn) + S(wp IAkm,(o IAkm)
as a consequence of superadditivity. Therefore ([9], Lemma IX.2.4, p. 274)
tim n1 S( Ai<, w IAkn = sup n1 S(wp Ak,,, o Akn)
k
and we call this number the k-step mean relative entropy SM(
,
) of w and . Instead of SM we write
SM and call it the mean relative entropy.
A5. PROPOSITION: Si(
,
) is a w lower semicontinuous, affine function of the c<-invariant state
w. Moreover, S(
,
w) = k SM( wp, w) if is a-invariant.
Proof: The lower semicontinuity follows from A2. Affinity follows from the convexity (II). The scaling
property is obvious.
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